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Eileen -- This is what I have to report from late April and May (this updates matters since my last e-mail report 

to you dated 4/15/98):	1.  FBI -- We have sent the FBI a letter requesting that their final compliance 

statement be submitted by August 1 and indicating what the FBI needs to do for their Final Statement.	2.  DIA 

-- DIA has submitted its Final Declaration of Compliance.		3.  ONI -- ONI has submitted its Final Declaration of 

Compliance,	4.  NSC -- NSC has submitted its Final Declaration of Compliance.	5.  WHCA -- The White House 

Communications Agency has re-submitted its Final Declaration under penalty of perjury and has placed its 

assassination records in the JFK Collection.	6.  National Archives (main NARA and Southwest Region) -- We 

have met with the NARA staff in College Park and in the Dallas region, and have given them guidance with 

respect to the finalization of their work and compliance statements under the JFK Act.	7.  Sixth Floor Museum 

-- We have conducted the deposition of the Sixth Floor Museum in Dallas and have identified original records 

and films to be copied and placed in the JFK Collection.  We have an agreement in principle that the Museum 

will copy these identified materials and place them in the Collection.  The materials to be copied include 

original Dallas Parkland Hospital records relating to treatment of President Kennedy, as well as films taken 

from the day of the assassination.The details are still being worked out. with the Museum.	8.  LBJ Library -- 

We have sent the LBJ library a letter requesting submission of their Final Compliance Statement by August 1 

and identifying the items to be completed under the JFK Act.,	9.  Criminal Division -- We have made a final 

designation of certain assassination records at the Criminal Division.  The records include materials on the Fair 

Play for Cuba Committee, Vincent Lee, George DeMohrenschildt, Edwin Walker, and Yuri Nosenko.	10.  Fortas 

Papers -- We have reviewed certain papers of Abe Fortas at Yale University and will be preparing a letter 

requesting that those papers relating to the assassination be copied and placed in the JFK Collection.  The 

relevant papers include drafts of the statements submitted to the Warren Commission by President Johnson 

and Lady Bird Johnson, as well as materials relating to rebuttal of certain points made by William Manchester's 

book, Death of a President, regarding events in Dallas.
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